
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Report 19 is about ***Ogliari Badessi | Palacz | Surridge s Little victoriesSubject: Was sich in Shanghai herumgesprochen hat - LITTLE VICTORIES, die fahrbare Galerie von Künstlern für Künstler feiert die GRAND OPENING vom 16. - 29. Juli 2013 (covergirl is a copy from BELLINI´S worldwide famous VENUS in Venice, isn´t it? the artist found her just today in Tatoo Studio. Now can you imagine: has the artist, or hasn´t she done it - too?***follow this report to the end , you will see, if you imagined the little victories way....because this report is about it...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
LITTLE VICTORIES - fragile, giant ! DER WEG IST DAS ZIEL!                                    - wer sind die Macher?- hintergrund- konzept- ausblick auf die ausstellenden künstler_innen- ein paar worte zum * grand opening* - reaktionen von passanten?- hat die "staatsgewalt" interveniert?



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Little victories was established in 2013 in Shanghai, China with the objective of running a thought provoking exhibition program of dedicated group and solo shows. Founded by HYPERLINK "http://katiesurridge.com/" Katie Surridge (London), HYPERLINK "http://palacz.at/" Julian Palacz (Vienna) and HYPERLINK "http://stefano-ogliari-badessi.com/" Stefano Ogliari  Badessi (Crema) whom met in Shanghai through a residency program. At the core of their ethos is bringing the art to the people and building a foundation for greater acceptance and accessibility of different creative practices.Little victories provides a platform to exhibit and support contemporary artists from around the world. The gallery occupies a converted waste collection bicycle and acts as a mobile space in which to exhibit what and where ever you like, an interesting concept in a communist country where much creativity is heavily censored. 



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
First some ‘little’ terms and conditions are given.then the bike is available for use by selected artists for one whole day how and where they like. the gallery provides the artists with a driver for their show for two hours at any time they choose. You must keep in mind it is quite heavy and slow to drive! Driving through Shanghai to the exhibition locations is often a trial, sometimes the bike breaks, the chain jumps off, or it is needed to be restored ...fast first aid by the street side local handy men, a little victory when it arrives!



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The gallery set up a  grand opening tour -  meaning there is an new opening show a different artist every day from 16 to 29 of July 2013 .They are from all over the world, as from England (Katie Surridge, Savinder Bual) Italy  (Luca Bray, Stefano Ogliari Badessi) Mexico (Alec Von Bargen), Germany (Cristina Ohlmer), Austria (Julian Palacz), Russia (Evgeny Bondarenko), Macedonia (Jordan Kostov ), Ireland (Saoirse Higgines), United States (Willy Chyr), Texas (Kathryn Gohmert), China is coming soon…Most of these artists met in resident artist programs. they exchange and share experiences, and work on process together. The little victories gallery project is the ideas of Ogliari Badessi | Palacz | Surridge and is the congenial venue for that kind of network.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the flowerpower decoration for GRAND OPEN, in front of M50, before entering and installing on the big central square.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
For the first GRAND OPEN show (L1) Ogliari Badessi | Palacz | Surridge did a gallery  founder group show and presented the project in the much hyped M50 Art District. Palacz did a special welcoming piece transforming lucky “waving cats” . First visitors felicitated waving back and clicked glasses with special OPENING PUNCH made by Surridge. The little victories gallery was incredibbly allowed to park in the main entrance square. That was a great and successful event for Shanghai dreams.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Ohlmer (L3) reflected Huang Pu river shine coming through the studio window and relayed it as a mirror like drawing into the gallery in silver foil. At night when the bike drove through rush hour from the Peace Hotel to the Italian paradox café where the gallery had been invited  for the opening The silver traced cabin gathered further traffic light for the shining collection. 







Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The openings in front of the Art Peace Hotel near the Bund let sightseeing tourists mix with the invited swatch group, artists and friends: a big cinema for all. This also happened for Bondarenko and von Bargen shows, who choose that place as the most relevant to their work. 







Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
HOOUP! Gohmert (L8) lives already since 5 years in Shanghai and comes from Texas...as you can see: SHE BECAME REALLY SHANGHAINESE...supported by von Bargen (L11)



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Higgins (L4) opened her solo Overview outside ArtLabor in same time the opening of Ren Zhitian´s show. Experiment 1 revealed some of the connections between the world we live in, our visions and the technology we use to help us. This interactive piece attracted many visitors who immediately fell in love with the red weather balloon, fixed to a cap on their head and supporting them somehow in easy feeling.





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Ogliari Badessi guided the visitors to french concession near club 88, and showed his PIGIAMA fishes. These toys can paddle - as they are used for fun while bathing, but here they started a beating concert on the aluminium soil of the gallery...





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Kostov (L6), a Macedonian musician/composer played accordion Duo nearby the street cookers of Sichuan Lu. This way art comes to the people and what people do is part of all that feeds art, takes part in it. Real life and art discourse meet for the happy melting pot show. Surridge (L13) also chose a special corner near her most beloved kitchen. Her work, a magic birds cage pavilion, like Ogliari Badessi´s (L7) Pigiama work at Club 88 focus in anthropological  attention on the relationship between East /West. Two opposite poles create images of curiosity and impressions. The well-known and new surprising outings of their work attract young and old people.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
by chance or destiny....all night little victories gathered new and unespected people, who became friends and fans- see here: two chinese artists offer a radio and newspaper interview for next days...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
For sure, it was quite a mass of people every time little victories goes on its way -on the satursday night fever Bund...the best case for little victories.WinWinwin.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Bray (L10) prepared a 100m long ink drawing and rolled it out on the Waitan sightseeing platform near the river. He let all of Shanghais visitors sign his work – as they come together at the best moment on the Bund.                                                                                                                          Somehow all artists become location scouter in cultural investigation and surroundings. 



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
In Shanghai, and Shanghai Daily press the project is followed with on growing interest, Italian DOMUS sets article about the project, Randian Hongkong presented the GRAND OPEN. 



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
night restauration...andSecurity Service behaved in a friendly manner towards the mobile gallery, with exception of Bray´s rolling out to sign ink drawing on the Bund. It is not allowed to make events without official stamps and permissions.Mostly Policemen on street crossings laugh by surprise, when they see the strange - like a drunken rickshaw – bike through Shanghai traffic. As soon as little victories appears in front of the swatch Art Peace Hotel - and public with cameras and flash gather all around - the Security Service , maybe confused and overwhelmed by that little unknown thing, guide little victories away to a park. No big harm done today though…                                         Little victories has come out as a BIG little victories.                                                                                                               



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
so now: WHO IS THE ARTIST OF LITTLE VICTORIES ARTISTS that today got this Tatoo? But not the VENUS victory?For any further information of the solo shows and artists please go on the site of the gallery. HYPERLINK "http://www.littlevictories.co"
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